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Wc calculatc for a Suspension the conccntration dcpendence of the (seif-) difiusion coefficient, mcluding terms of sec-
ond order m the density These terms contain two- and three-sphere hydrodynamic interaction effects of comparable size
1. The (seif-) diffusion coefficient of sphencal par-
ticles m Suspension is concentration dependent, due
to dnect hard-sphere mteractions between the pattic-
les and due to a coupling of their motion via the fluid
This coupling is called hydrodynamic interaction.
Though pioperties of suspensions have been studicd
extensively [1], all theoretical treatments have taken
the hydrodynamic couphngs to be panwise additive
This assumption is ceitamly valid in a düute suspen-
sion, but it was not all clear whethei 01 not thiee-body
hydrodynamic inteiactions could be neglected at
higher densities.
Recently [2] the many-body hydrodynamic inter-
action pioblem has been solved m a systematic way.
Usmg the explicit forms of the two- and thiec-spheie
contnbutions to the mobihties — for a givcn configu-
ration of the spheies — we will calculate the concen-
tiation dependence of the (seif-) diffusion coefficient,
mcluding second-order density corrections. The im-
poitance of three-body hydiodynamic mteractions
will be evident from our result.
2. Consider 7V spheres with radna ; and position
vectorsr, (i = l, 2, ...JV), moving in an unbounded m-
compressible fluid with viscosity η, which is otherwise
at rest. If we descnbe the motion of the fluid by the
lincarked Navier—Stokes equation, we can express the
velocity ul of sphere i and the velocity of the fluid
u(r) at r äs a linear combination of the forces K}, ex-
eited by the fluid on each of the spheres/.
N
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7 = 1
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The mobility tensors μ
ι; and S (r) depend on the
whole configuration of the 7V spheres, a term m μ;.
which depends on the positions of s spheres is said to
reflect s-body hydiodynamic mteractions.
The sphere mobüities μ;/ are calculated in ref. [2]
äs a senes expansion m the inverse mterparticle dis-
tance l /R. Exphcit expressions are given up to order
(1/Ä)7. Up to this order two-, three- and four-body
hydrodynamic mteractions contnbute. We can denve
the fluid mobüities Sj(r) from these sphere mobilities
by considermg an extra sphere with position vector
= r anc
* negligible radius a
(3)S ( r ) = lim
' ajV+1 10
/ = 1,2, ...TV.
3. Consider a homogeneous Suspension of/Vequal-
sized sphencal particles (with radius d) in a large vol-
ume V. We define average mobilities.
N
ι = 1 / = 1
N
Σμ;/ (4)
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